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In the claims:

1. (currently amended) A method for producing a

magnetically excise core (24, having a core winding (40) for an

electrical machine, by which in a method step (S1>. the core (24). having a

euhstan.ia.iy paraiielepipiped shape (20, with slots (32) extending paralie,

on one side, is furnished, into whose slots (32), in a method step (S2), the

core winding (40, is inserted by winding sides (36), and then In a merhod

step (S3). tt,e core (24) together wHh the core winding (40) is reshaped

lnt0 a cyiindrical ring shape with radially inward-oriented slots (32),

characterized in the, in each case all the winding sides (36) that are

inserted info each slot (32) are pressed JoagJberJnto a slo, shape (119) m

. tool (44) and IcasihSLPlasucaily reshaped before being inserted into the

slot (32) to permanently assume the slot shape (119).

2. (Previously presented) The method of claim 1.

charactered in that the core (22) is fabricated in such a way that on each

of core ends (61) to be ioined together, mere is one hatf-tooth (88, each in

the circumferential direction.

3. (Previously presented) The method of claim 1.
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obaracterted in that «- wiping sides (36) of .he cere winding (40) are

preSsed into .he «* shape (119). which corresponds to . cross-secbona.

shape ofwe slots (32) of the core (24).

4 (Previously presented) A method for producing a

magnet excitable core (24) having a core winding (40) for an

eiecthca, machine, by which in a method step (S1). the core (24). having a

substan«a„y paralleled shape (20, wKh slots (32) extending paraliel

on one side, Is furnished, into whose slots (32), in a method step (S2>. the

core winding (40, is inserted by winding sides (36). and then in a method

step (S3,, the core (24) together with the core winding (40) is reshaped

int0 a cylindrical ring shape with radial* inward-oriented slots (32).

^n in each case a„ me winding sides (36) that are inserted into each

slot (32) are pressed into a siot shape (110) in a too, (44) and reshaped

before being inserted into the slot (32), characterized in that the winding

sides (36) of the core winding (40) are pressed into the slot shape (119).

which corresponds to a cross- sectional shape of the slots (32, of the core

(24), minus at least a fraction of a thickness (d,so) of an insulating layer

(123).

5. (Previously presented) A method for producing a

magnetically excitabie core (24, having a core winding (40) for an
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eteetrica, machine, by which in a methcd step (81). the core (24), having a

substantia,,, paraileieplpiped shape (20) with slots (32, extending paralie.

on one side, is furnished, into whose siots (32). in a method step (S2). the

core winding (40, Is inserted by winding sides (36). and men In a method

step (S3), the core (24) together with the core winding (40) is reshaped

,„,„ a cylindrical Hng shape with radially Inward-oriented slots (32),

wherein in each case all me winding sides (36) that are inserted into each

sic (32) are pressed into a slot shape (1 19> In a too, (44) and reshaped

before being inserted into the slot (32). characterized in that the core

winding (40) is wound with at least one winding overhang (115).

6. (Previously presented) The method of claim 5,

characterized in that a spacing (d2) of one winding side (36) from an

adjacent, winding side (36) is wound larger than a spacing <d1) between

two Blots (32).

7. (Original) The method of claim 6, characterized in that by

the pressing of the winding sides (36) into the slot shape (119). the at

least one overhanging winding side (36) is permanently lifted out of a

plane formed by the non-overhanging winding sides (36).

8. (Previously presented) A method for producing a

magnetica„y excltabte core (24) having a core winding (40) for an
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electfca. machine, by which in a method step <SD. *e core (24), havmg a

...mp— <20
>

8,0,8 (32) ex,endi°9 para,te'

on one side, is furnished, into whose slots (32), in a method step (S2>, the

core winding (40) is inserted by winding sides (36), and then in a method

step (S3), the core (24) toother wi* the core winding (40) is reshaped

int0 a cyilndrical rin8 shape with radially inward-oriented slots (32),

M in each case a., the winding sides (36) that are inserted into each

s,o, (32) are pressed into a siot shape (119) in a too, (44) and reshaped

before being inserted into the slot (32), characterized in that the core

winding (40) (s embodied as a two-layer loop winding.

9. (Previously presented) A method for producing a

magne.ica.ly excrtable core (24, having a core winding (40) for an

electrical machine, by which in a method step (S1>, the core (24). having a

substantially paralfciepipiped shape (20) wrth slots (32, extending paraile,

on one side, is furnished, into whose slots (32). in a method step (S2), the

core winding (40) is inserted by winding sides (36). and then in a method

step (S3), the core (24) together with the core winding (40) is reshaped

into a cylindrical ring shape with radial* inward-oriented slots (32),

Wherein in each case al. the winding sides (36) that are inserted into each

slot (32) are pressed into a slot shape (119) in a tool (44) and reshaped

before being inserted into the slot (32), characterized in that the core (24).
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before the core winding (40) is inserted Into the slots (32). is bent over a

core spinem » ~* • « 5,01 °pe™n9S^ *"
"

winding sides (36) are widened.

10. (Withdrawn) The method of claim 1. characterized in

that the core winding (40) is embodied as a simpie, single-iayer loop

winding-

1r (Previously presented) A method for producing a

rnagneticalry enable core (24, having a core winding (40, for an

eiectrica, machine, by which in a method step (S1,. the core (24). having a

substan.ia.ly parailelepipiped shape (20, with slots (32) extending paralto.

„„ one side, is furnished, into whose slots (32,. In a method step (S2). the

core winding (40) is inserted by winding sides (36), and then in a method

aep (S3), the core (24) together wHh the core winding (40) is reshaped

,„t0 a cylindrical ring shape with radially inward^rlented slots (32).

wherein in each case all the winding sides (36) that are inserted into each

slot (32) are pressed into a slot shape (119) in a tool (44) and reshaped

before being inserted into the slot (32). characterized in ttrat the winding

overhang (115) Is inserted into the at least one slot (32) before a

conclusion of a bending of the core (24) Into the cylindrical ring shape

(52).
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Claims 12-19 cancelled.

20. (Withdrawn) A method for producing a magnetically

excitable core (24, having a core winding (40) for an electrical machine, by

which in a method step (S1). the core (24). having a substantia,*

paralielepipiped shape (20) with siots (32, extending parallel on one side.

is furnished, into whose slots (32). in a method step (S2>. the core winding

(40) is inserted b, » winding sHes (36). and then in a method step (S3),

,ha core (24) togefner with the core winding (40) is reshaped into a

cyiindrical ring shape (52) with radially inward-oriented slots (32).

characterized in that the core winding (40) » wound with a. leas, one

winding overhang (15). and at least one winding overhang (115) has an

overhanging winding side (36), which before an insertion of the winding in

the slots (32) is lifted from a plane formed by non-overhanging windmg

sides (36).

21. (currently amended) A method for producing a

magnetically excttable core (24) having a core winding (40) for an

eiectnca, machine, by which In a method step (81), the core (24). having a

substantial* paralielepipiped shape (20, with siots (32, extending paraiiel

on one side, is furnished. Into whose siots (32), In a method step <S2). the
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core winding (40) is inserted by winding sides (36), and .hen in a method

step (S3), the core (24) together wi* the core winding (40) is reshaped

into a cylindrical ring shape with radialiy inward-oriented slots (32),

character** in that in each case all the winding sides (36) that are

inserted into each sio. (32) are pressed tcgeffifirjnto a slot shape (119) in

a ,oo, (44) and soaether.P-astically reshaped before being inserted into .he

slot (32) to permanently assume the slot shape (119), which corresponds

to a shape of each slot (32).

22. (previously presented) A method for producing a

magnetically excitable core (24) having a core winding (40) for an

elearica. machine, with each core winding (40) having core winding sides

(36). and each core winding side (36) having a cross section, by which in

a method step (S1), the core (24), having a substantially parallelepipld

shape (20) with slots (32) extending parallel on one side, is furnished. Into

whose s.ots (32), in a method step (S2), the core winding (40) is inserted

by its winding sides (36). and then in a method step (S3). tte core (24)

together with the core winding (40) is reshaped into a cylindrical ring

shape with radially inward-oriented slots (32). characterized in that in each

case the cross sections of all the winding sides (36) that are inserted into

each Slot (32) are pressed into a slot shape (119) In a tool (44) and

plastically reshaped before being inserted into the slot (32) to permanently
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assume the slot shape (1 19).
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